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PARAMETERS

ON DITCHING CHAWCTERISTICS

By John R. DtiWSO~

The purpose of this report is to provide designers
of alrphanes with information that will be helpful In .
obtaining good ditching characteristics in new designs.
The results from a number of model tests and reports of
actual ditchings are used as a basis from which to draw
conclusions as to the effect on ditching performance of
general arrangement, interior arrangement, fuselage shape,
and other design parameters. The characteristics of
several t~es of ditching aids that could be incorporated
in a design are also dls~ussed.

INTRODUCTION
1.

The designer of an-airplanelm.s
factors that will affect the chanoes

control over many
Of SUXWiV~~ Qf itS

occupants from a ditching. Since a“considerable varia-
tion in ditching performance Is found between designs tha% . .
have similar performance in the air, it is evident that ‘
it 1s possible to choose values of design parameters that
will give some measure o-fditching safety without appre-
‘clablesacrifice in aerodynamlo properties. A dlfftculty
in achieving this end arises from the lack”of knowledge
of how the various design parameters affect ditching per-
formance.
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In the past few years a considerable number of
ditching tests have been made with models by both the
NAOA and the British RAE. (The results of many of
the NAOA tests are unpublished.) These tests have been
primarily concerned with flndlng how to get the best
results out of existing ai.rpl.anes,without making major
changes in them. As a result there have been few system-
atic investigations of the type that would isolate the
effects of specific variables. However, the tests have
led to some conclusions that will be useful to the
designer.

Model tests can give Information on the motions of
the airplane when ditching but data on the ablli.tyof
personnel to withstand the motions and subsequently to
escape from the sinking airplane must be obtained from
other sources. Full-scale experiments must by their
nature be relatively few but the available reports of
actual ditchings have given information on these phases.

In the present paper the effects of a number of
design parameters on ditching characteristics are given
for the purpose of providing deslgner~ with information
that will be helpful in obtaining good ditching character- “
istics. The conclusions on these effects have been
obtained from a study of the results from both the NACA
and British tests as well as reports of actual ditchings.
With the existing state of knowledge regarding dttchlng
many of the conclusions that have been drawn must be
tentative and sub$ct to confirmation from more systematic
work than has yet been done.

The following ditching characteristics may be influ-
enced by the designer of an airplane: (1) availability
of good ditching stations, (2) hydrodynamic performance
of the airplane, (3) means for rapid escape of crew, and
(4) availability of equipment for survival at sea. It is
desirable to obtain the optimum combination of all these
characteristics. However, it ~s primarily the effects of
desi~ parameters on (1) and (2) that are considered in
this paper.

Ditching characteristics may be affected indirectly
by changes in parameters thro~h their effects on other
characterlsttcs of the airplane. An outstanding example
of’this 1s the effect of landlng characteristics (speed
and controllability) on hydrodynamic performance. The
necessity for precise control in a water landing,
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particularly if on a rough seap is obvious’. Increasing
. l.andhg speed tends to cause more violent behavior and

also to inc”r6ase”th-6‘damsge-tothe airplane which may.in
turn cause a further deterioration In hydrodynamic per-
formance. This cumulative effect nmkes it extremely
difficult to obtain good-hydrodynamic performance or good
ditching stations if the landhg speed Is high. Conse-
quently, all feasible measures for reducing the landing
speed at the”tlme of ditching should be considered.

.. , (3ENERALARRAM3EMENT
#

Location of Wing* .

Since a -jor portion of the buOyanGy available
for keeping the ati?planeafloat comes from the wing, it
is desirable to have the wing placed low with respect to
the fuselage so that the crew can keep above the water
until they escape. Tests have shown, however, that under
some circumstances a low wing may have an adverse effect
on hydrodynamic performance.

If the flaps on a low wing sme very strong, as they
are in a dive bomber such as the SB2C-1, both NACA and
5ritish tests have shown that In their lowest operating
positions they may cause the airplane to dive. The
strength of flaps that can be used without causing dives
probably depends on many factors but ii’the flaps can
withstand a normal load greater than 300 pounds per square
foot, the possibility that they may cause a low-wing air-
plane to dive should be considered.

A low wing on a“multlenpine airpIane leads to a
low position for the nacelles and this 1s usually dis-
advantageous for ditching. (See Engine.Arrangement.)

Even where the configuration 1s such that diving does
not occur, NACA tests with a model of the B-17 airplane
(reference 1) have shown that a low wing may cause very
high decelerations in landings made at a low attitude.
While lo~-attitude landlngs are usually undesirable because
of the higher land.lngspeeds thatthey require,,they may
sometimes be unavoidable,

These considerations lead to the conclusion”th-atl%e
safest position af the wing is sll~>tly above the bottom
of the fuselage.

-— .. .-
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Engine.Arrangement “

Variation in the number of engines does not in
itself have a consistent effect”on ditching performance,
but differences in dltchfng perfommmce are obtained as
a result of changes in engine arrangement because of the
changes in nacelle and rad.laterlocations that result.
(See Radiators.) The umal t e of engine nacelle when

Pplaced low tends to act as a water brake” and increases
decelerations. In an experiment with a model of the
B-17 airplane it was found tmt when the wing incidence
was decreased so that the nacelles projected below the
fuselage they would cause the model to dive. It La
generally better to place the nacelles well above the
level of the bottom of the fuselage but if it were feasible
to make nacelles with a type of bottom that turned up to
form a scow-shaped bow low nacelles would contribute to
both longitudinal and ~ateral stab!lity and longitudinal
decelerations would be decreased.

Choice of engine arr~ement sometimss affects the
fuselage arrangement considerably and leads to unusual
configurations such as that of the P-38 airplane where
the tail surfaces are carried Qn extensions of the engine
nacelles. There is not yet enough data to give general
conclusions on the effects of such variations.

Location of Tall Surfaces

The location or type of tall surfaces appears to
have little effect on ditching performance. However, the
location of the tail surfaces affects the shape of the
fuselage and this may In turn have large effects on
hydrodynamic performance. (See FusGlage.)

Arrangement of Landing Gear

Tricycle-type landlng gears require that a large
hatch be provided for the nose wheel. Unless especial
care is taken to make this hatch strong it will fall.
In no case have the model tests shown that such a failure
will cause diving but eecondary failures that ensue a.sa
resuit of the water pouring into this opening may be
extensive enough to endanger nearby personnel. In general,
the conventional landing gear having a tall wheel appears
to give a better arrangement for ditching than the tricycle
gear, provided that all wheels are retracted. If, however,
consideration 1s given to the provision of any of the
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devices discussed under Ditching Aids, the tricycle
lan~ng gear provides structural members that are advan-.+
tageo’u~lyloeated to”mrry..tha-..ooncentrat?dload of the
ditching aid. Methods of mlnimlzlng the h&irds’”of h-- ‘--
nose-wheel installation are suggested in reference 20

NACA tests with models (reference 3) indicate that ~
in ditchings made with wheels lowered, a dive may be
expected. ThlEIconfirms the results from British tests
and from a considerable number of reports of actual
dltchlngs, although there have been-some d$tchings with
wheels down in.which diving .dldn~t occur. The NACA
tests Indicate that any one wheel except the tail wheel
may cause diving. In one case a nonretracting tall wheel
was found to cause the model to skip.and behave somewhat
violently but no diving was caused by It.
.

F’IJSEIJU3E

Strength

If fuselages were of such strength that their bottoms
would remain undamaged In a ditching, their shape would
perhaps have only a secondary effect on ditching safety.
Tests of many models Including a wide range of fuselage
shapes have shown that undamaged fuselages cause no worse

motion than skipping or porpolsing except when there are
excrescences on their bottoms. If skipping and porpolslng
did not in turn tend to cause further damage they would
not ordinarily be very dangerous to a well-braced crew-

Unfortunately”rupturesof the bottom of the fuselage
must be accepted as a normal condition In ditching. British
model tests (reference 4] indicate that in smooth water
the total load over a large area would be equivalent to a
unifo?m load of the order of 10 pounds per square Inch.
However, the results given in reference 5 indicate that
local pressures In a dltchlng may be many times this value .
and great damage was sustained by the reinforced airplane
on which these pressures were measured. These results are
not inconsi~tent with the pressures for seaplane bottoms
tha% are g“diietiallyof such .shape.thatthey would be
subject to lesser pressures than fuselages. tt Caliliot
be said that such high local pressures will exist In
all dltchlngs. If very high pressures do occur they
may remain In one locality only for very short periods of

. .
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time so damage will not’necessarily be extensive in
every ditohing. .Nevertheless the probablltty is large
that these peak pressures will exist for a sufficient
leng~h of time to.cause rupture of the bottom at alnost”
any point not designed to take them. Onoe the bottom
has been ruptured a large area may be torn away or
crushed ti. .

The necessity for designing fuselage bottoms to
withstand even greater pressures than encountered by
flying boats would.impose a severe weight penalty. Pos-
sible methods of reducing the damage sustained by fuse-
lages of ordinary strength are suggested”under l’Mtching
Aids.‘1 As an alternate to the use of such methods it Is
desirable to obtain dsslgns that will cause a minimum of
danger to personnel when the fuselage Is broken open.

Critical Region

The middle third of the fuselage length appears to
be the critical region in which failure of the bottom
may cause diving. Openings of less than one-third the
fuselage width even In this critical region have generally
not caused dives In model tests.

Parts of bomb bays fall in this critical region.
Since bomb doors are frequently less strong than the
adjacent fuselage bottom, a considerable number of model
tests have been-made with bomb doors either removed or
arranged to fold inward under pressure of a uniform load
corresponding to their estimated strength. Failure of the
bomb doors has caused models of some airplanes to dive but
other models have made smooth runs when the bomb doors
failed. These differences In performance appear to be
due to many factors.

Shape

There Is evtdence that fuselage shape is one of the
important factors that affects the ability of an airplane
to withstand failure.of the bomb doors without diving but
a few attempts to ellminate diving or produce It by changes
in the shape of the fuselage have been unsuccessful on
models. There are not yet available enough data from whfeh
to obtain design rules that will insure shapes of’fuselages
that can withstand large failures without causln& a dive and
its resultant high decelerations. Nevertheless, such trends
as have been deduced are given under the headings that
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follow. m general, only mnall difference In performance
are hllcated by the specific factors considered. The
relatively lar~e differences In performance that have
been attributed,ts differ=ces in fuselage shape appear
to be due to an accumulation of minor effects.

Plan form.- Apparently changes In the length of the
fuselage forward of the cmter of gravity (within the
llmrltsof current practice) affect hydrodynamic perform-
ance only slightly. The ratio of the length forward of
ths center of gravity to the total length of the fuselage
averages approximately one-third for bombers and one-fourth
for single-engine fighters. Differences in this ratio
give no consistent differences In h@rodynamlc perf’omn-
ance for either class of’airplanes, and the fact that
fighters are generally reported tc have poorer ditching
characteristics than bo~ers is attributed to other differ-
e~oes.

.

Tests made by the HACA with a model of the B-24 air-
plane showed that increasing the length of the portion
forward of the center of gravity b~ 11 percent caused no
appreciable change in performance. IncreasIng this 1ength
by 28 percent (@vi~ an approximation of the PB4Y-2 con-
figuration) reduoed the diving tendency but did not com-
pletely elimlnate diving.

A lar~e.degree of plan-form curvature In combination
with profile curvature may inorease the effeots of the
latter (see below)”but there have not yet been found any
othor effects thay may be ch=ged to plan-fore curvature.

Profile.- There is some evidence that a high degree
of lo~nal curvature in the forward p&rt of the fuse-
lage contrlbutiesto diving tendencies. Efforts to verl~
thts conclusion by direct experiment have so far been
unsuccessful, however-

.- -...

A high degree of longltudi~~ ourvatm ‘~~ the after
end of the fuselage (lauaesthe airplane to trim up soon
after touohlng the water. (See references 6 and ‘@
This tendenoy to trim up, of murse, tends to keep the
forward part of the afipl~ out of the water until the
speed has decreased appreciably, and if no structural
failure occurred it would perhaps be advantageous. How-
ever$ failures of the botbom may be exp~oted to oomr in
suoh a way tihatsuction on the stern is released suddetiy;
pitohing that follows oauses the forebody to slap the water

.-. . . . - . . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .

.
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with extremely heavy impact and may end in a dive. A
hi@ degree of’longitudinal curvature on the rear of the
fuselage, therefore, tends to contribute to violent motion,
extengive structural failure,and high decelerations.

Cross section.- Although a flat bottom is a very
effic~ent planlng surface, fuselages having circular or
elliptical cross sections appear to be as stable d~smi-
cally (both in pitch and yaw) as those with nearly
rectangular cross sections. 91nce flat bottoms are
subject to much higher bottom pressures and are struc-
turally less efficient for carrying bottom pressures, it
is advantageous for ditching to use circular or elliptical
cross sections.

Comparisons nade on the basin of the seaplane load
Coefficient CA indicate no consistent differences in
perfommnce due to variations in the width of fuselages.

(
—

CA = + where A 1s load on the water; w, the

specific weight of water;”and b, the beam.
\

~ a repre-
sentative group of airplanes CA ~as found o vary from 1
to 5, and over most of this range there were examples of
designs that would dive and also examples that would not.

Protuberances

Model tests have shown that protuberances on the
bottom of the fuselage may cause diving even when the
fuselage is not ruptured. A study of the available data
Indicates that protuberazzceslocated aft of the center of
gravity me most liable to cause dives.

Radiators.- Radiators projecting below the fuselage
aft of the center of gravity have caused dives but no such
dlff’lcultyhas been encountered with radiators placed under
the nose.

Turrets.- Belly-gun turrets and radar housings placed
forward of he center of gravity haves In generals caused
no dtvlng or other violent mottons when tested on models.
However, on the B-17 (reference”1) It was found that the
belly turretiinstalled art of the wing caused diving of
the model. Experiments Indicated that even if it were
possible to retract this turret halfway, it would came
the wing to submerge su.fficlmtly to give high decelera-
tions although diving would be stopped. l?ritlshmodel tests
showed that if the turret on the B-lr/airplane breaks off’

.. . . .- _. - _- .. . . - .- .. - .—. . . . . . -. ... .
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quickly enough, smooth landing runs will follow; Model
tests by both the R~ an~ the NAOA showed that the hole
that would be left by $etttsoning the turret would have..
Iittlb’effec* on hydhodfi-tiic-~erformince although there
exists the poasiblllty that water-entering such a hole
might tear away a large enough,portlon of the bottom to

c cause dangerous effects.

Chin turrets have been found to cause little change
in the hydrodynamic characteristics of models.

Gun housin~s.- Gun blisters such as those on the
B-26 airplane (reference 7) and on one version of the
A-20 airplana (reference 6) have had no appreciable
effects on model performance. .Similarly the 75 milli-
meter gun installation In the nose of the B-25 airplane
(reference 8 ) had no effect on model performance.

Antennas.- Streamllqe antennas (havin dl~eters
less fpercent of the fuselage width such as those
beneatha~he B-26 and B-32 airplanes have caused no
noticeable effect on the perfomnance of models.

Interior Arrangement

Effects on hydrodynamic performance.- When a rupture
occurs in he bottom of he f’uselage,tlle motion of the
airplane is influenced by tinearr~gement of lMJsheads
and other large surfaces that the water may strike.
Model tests indicate that the bul~ead that is normally
aft of bomb bays will increase the severity of dives even
though a great part of It tears away when the water strikes
it.

When water breaks In the bomb doors It strikes the
wing spars of some airplanes such as the B-29. In the
case of the B-29 model it was found that protrusions on
the under surface of the.spar or the insertion of a
bulkhead above It tended to cause dives although results
were inconsistent. The performance of the B-29 model,
however~ was particularly sensltlve to.,smallchanges in
it, and, in general, It appears that such differences in
the interior arrangement of’the bonibbays will not have
.SOmuch effect.

The use of shallow bomb bays”covered.by a strong
ceillng (as in British practice) helps to prov:de very
good ditching positions for the crew. Reducing the depth

.

-.

\
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of bomb bays, however, generally requires ‘aninoreas~ in
door area which in turn may Inorease the difficulties of
obtaining strong doors. NAOA model tests indl.oatethat,
if bomb doors break in, the depth of the bomb bay has
llttle effect on the motion of the airplane unless there
are protuberances that have a large transverse area below
the celling of the bomb bay. ‘~ such a case, reduohg
the depth of the bomb bay may increase any diving tendency
that exists.

The??OiE at Fr09(3ntno OVidenCe frOm model tf3StS
that the arrangement of bull~eada and floo~s in the for-
ward part of an airplane has any pronounced effect on its
motion. However, no tests have been made to study this
directly.

~ifects on safe location of personnel.- The availa-
bilit~~ood ditching stations for personnel will in
some measure compensate for -unavoidabledeficiencies in
hydrod~amlc characteristics. Model tests show that
decelerations in severe ditchings may exceed 10g but
decelerations of this order can apparently be withstood
by personnel if they can be braced against or strapped
to a unit of the airplane that wfil not give way. Danger
from parts of the airplane being broken off and thrown
against occupants cannot be completely eliminated but
the provision of’adequate strength In some obvious
hazards, such as overhead turrets, oan be made.

Naturally the location of escape hatches In the upper
part of the fuselage and close to ditching positions is
imperative. The provision of at least one escape hatch
for each three occupants is suggested as a design rule in
reference 2. Crew members seated In cockpits are already
partly out of the airplane and in a position to escape
quickly provided that restraining harness can be released
at once.

Fuselages sometimes break in two either just forward
of or in the rear of the wing. Considering the protection
that would be obtained from the wing and the desirability
of being in the upper part of the airplane, the safest
location for a ditching station appears to be above the
rear part of the wing,

It would seem that pilots of fighter airplanes which
have oockplts over the rear wing sD&r have an.excellent
chance to survive a ditching but available reports of
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ditchings do not generally bear this out. ‘It mhst be
concluded that this relatively good ditching ldcatlon
does.not compensate for the poor-hydrodynamicperform-
ance frequently found in this type of airplane. In the
case of bombers or other large aircraft it is logical to
arrange for d~tching stations either above the wing or “
directly aft of.the rear spar depending on the position .
of the wing. Persomel at ditching stations forward of
the wing are subject to crushing from broken parts of the
airplane pushed in by the water but in the upper part of
the fuselage this danger can be minimized by a strong
bulkhead and a strong floor. Pllot?s compartments can thus
be made reasonably safe.

There seems to be no que~tion that the lower part of
the nose of the airplane Is the most hazardous location
during a ditching. The nose may be generally expected
to be crushed In some mamner and it Is Imperative that
crew members who are stationed in the nose shall be able
to get out of it before a ditching is made.

Any ditching station directly on the bottom of the
fuselage is dangerous because the platlng of t-hefuselage
may be ruptured by the water at any point and this may
occur directly underneath or immediately in front of such
a ditch.lngstation.

The extreme rear of the fuselage appears to be lese
dangerous than the nose but there is danger of this part
breaking completely off from the rest of the airplane.
This danger is Increased by provision of turrets and other
openings at the rear of the ting that tend to weaken the
bending strength of the fuselage.
.

c That portion of th6 fuselage between the tail ~rfaces
and the bomb bays Is hazardous in most bombers”because
(1).watar iS llable to POW -t from bomb “bQY~, (2) t-et
openings increase the d~ger of the fusslage breaking aft
of the wing, end (3) it is necessezy for the crew to sit
or lie on a light flooring strip only a few inches above
the bottom plAtIng. In airplanes where these objections
can be overcome, fairly good dltchlng positions can
probably be arranged In this part of the airplane.

..
,
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DI~CHING ‘AIDS

In attempt~ to find means of Itiprovlngthe hydrody-
namic performance of a few existing airplanes, experiments
have been made with a number of”schemes. Results from a
few of the NACA tests on such schemes are given in refer-
ences 3 and 9. If consideration can be given to some of’
these ditching aids during the design of an airplane, it
should be possible to install them at much less cost In
wel@t than would be necessary in applying them to a com-
pleted airplane. Where the operational requirements of
an airplane demand a high degree of ditching safety some
sort of ditching aid kay be found to be the most efficient
way of insuring such safety. -

Hydroflaps

One method of preventing dfving or !inoshg in!~during
the high-speed part of a ditching run is to provide a
device near the nose that will have sufficient hydrody-
namic lift to furnish the requisite positive pitching
moment. Experiments have been made by the WCA with flat
planing surfaces, called hydroflaps, installed on models
for this purpose.

Of a variety of hydroflaps that were tested, a narrow
planing surface, having a trapezoidal plan form, and set
at an incidence of 30° to the fuselage was the most effec-
tive on the B-24 model (fig. 1). The area of this hydro-
flap (6.25 square feet full scale) was only slightly more
than one-half the area of the two leaves of the nose-wheel
door●

The trapezoidal plan form gave smoother runs than were
obtained from hydroflaps with rectangular plan forms.
Flaps of less area or of higher aspect ratios also pre-
vented dives, but the low aspect ratio hydroflap extending
well below the bottom of’the fuselage offers an opportunity
of concentrating on a small strong area the high water
pressures, obtalnln~ at landlng speeds. It is theoreti-
cally possible to set a hydroflap so that lmdings can be
made on it alone, with the rest of the fuselage held clear
of the water until a fairly S1OW speed has been reached;
models have been made to do this. The posslbilltles of
consistently obtainhg such a landlng with actual airplanes
are unexplored bu~with a hydroflap Installation of this
type only the rear of the fuselage could touoh the water at
high speeds and severe damage would be confined to that area.
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If ahydroflap Is of such dimensions that the
fuselage near It can enter the water at high speeds,

-. -there is danger that.failure.of.the fuselage may causs
the hydroflap to be carried away.

A hydroflap could be made so that It Is kept flush
with the bottom of the fuselage until needed. Extending
the trailing edge of the hydroflap to Its operating posi-
tion
with
that
with
ttve

would be a-part of ditching procedure.- Teots–~de
a model of “theTBU-1 airplane Indicate that hydroflaps
have a a~ved cross section suitable to fit flush
circular or elliptical fuselages can be made effeo-
hydrodynamically.

Hydrofoils

Two general meth~ds of using hydrofoils to Improve
hydrodyzmulc ditching characteristics have been tried on
models. In one method (see references 4 ~d g) the

.

hydrofoil 5.splaced below the nose of the model with a
positive incidence and In the other It is placed some-
where aft of the center of grdvity wfth a negative lncl-
dence so that it will tend to hold the tail down. (See
reference 3.) Both schemes have been effective in improving
the performance of models but in the NACA tests It was
found more difficult to obtain an effective installation
in the.rear than in the front.

In the case of the B=24 model the rear installation
that was effective in stopping diving required a hydrofoil
of very large area and It had to be located several feet
below the bottom. Arresting gear hooks are located at a
point suitable for Installing a hydrofoil that would pull
down■ In model tests of the SB2C-1 airplane the standard
arresting gear hook caused decelerations to be Increased
under some conditions. When this hook was replaced by
the largest hydrofoil that could be retracted Into the
hook well, the tendenoy to dive was reduced under some
landlng conditions but It was not”effective in stopping

.

“alldives.

A hydrofoil placed beneath the nose offers the possi-
bility of--reducingfuselage damage by keeptng the fuselage .
clear of the water at high speeds In a manner similar to
that of the hydroflap. Under proper conditions smoother
runs have been obtained with a nose hy~ofoil than with

,.
. .
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attltud”ehas a more
of hydrofoils than

‘Furthermore at full-size landing
speeds hydrofoils tie subject to bavftation effects not-
obtained at the landlng speeds of models. Until more
data on these effects are obtained the forces on hydro-
foils running at high speeds can be determined with less
accuracy than those on planing surfaces, and full-size
applications of hydrofoils are subject
greater uncertainties In performance.

.

Hydrospoilers’

A spoiler ~laced on the bottom of

to correspondingly

the forebody elimi-
nated di~ing of-the B-24 model (reference 3). Tes~g made
with several spoilers indicated that to be effective such
a spoiler would have to pro~ect a minimum of 3 inches
(full size) below the fuselage and be extended UP the sides
slightly. The first spoilers trted were rectangular In
cross section but the triangular spoiler shown in f@ure 2
gave ~~tlsfactary results. A trlang’~lerspoiler tight
be installed so that it could be opened out”In the same
manner as cowl flaps. In order to be effective on an
airplane, however, the bottom of the fuselage forward of
such a spoiler would need to be strong enough so that it
would not fail and permit the spoiler to be carried away
by the water. This requirement is difficult to meet and
puts the spoiler at a disadvantage when compared with a
long hydroflap.

The manner in which the spoiler prevents diving has
not been Investigated but at present it appears that the
spoiler eliminates some negative pressures just aft of
the nose. The triangular spoiler,of course,acts also as
a hydroflap of very large aspect ratio.

Flotation Gear

Flotation gears consisting of some type of inflatable
bags designed to Increase the the a landplane will float
have been used to some extent with naval aircraft for many
years. (See ref’erenc910.) The bags may be either ejected
from the airplane or Inflated within it. Bags placed
inside the airplane appear to have three advantages:
(1) they can be inflated by manual control before ditching,
(2) when Inflated they may furniah some support against
bottom pressures on the fusolago, and (3) in rough water
they will be subject to less chafinF than external bags.

1
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It 1s, however, dlffimlt to find space M the fuselage
that w$ll not be so far aft of the center of gravity
that the added flotatla will be ineffective. .The
British have provided flotatim gear In the bomb bays
of the Wellington and other bombers. Data from actual
ditchings indicate that the average flotation time for

the Wellington airplane was Increased from 2# t“o8 m!nutes

by the flotation gear. . B

“Langley M&orlal Aeronautical IaboratoW
National Advisory Conmlttee for Aeronautlos

Langley.Field, Va. ,

. .

.
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